
Ride Safely!
Bicycling on campus: 
laws and safety tips
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Bicycle Safety Tips
1. Always strap on an approved safety 

helmet before you ride.
Head injuries cause 75% of bicycle deaths. 
Research shows that helmets can prevent 85% 
of cyclists’ head injuries. (helmets.org/stats.htm, 2010)

2. Signal your turns. Be predictable.

3. Avoid busy, narrow streets. Use bike paths and lanes.
Many streets on campus are not wide enough to 
accommodate a bicycle lane, like Knoles Drive. The 
Pedway provides a safe corridor with a dedicated bike 
lane that runs the length of campus.

4. Take the whole lane, when appropriate.
Generally, bicycles must stay to the far right of the 
road; however, it is legal to take the lane when passing, 
making a left turn, avoiding hazards, or if the lane is too 
narrow for a vehicle and bicycle to safely travel together. 
As always, signal your intentions to take the lane.

5. Re-think music players and mobile phones.
It’s more important to hear what’s around you when 
you’re cycling. The fewer distractions, the better.

6. Keep your bike in good repair.

7. Light up and be seen.

improve your visibility, especially when riding at night. 
Front headlights are required by law, but adding a rear 
red light is a safe investment.

Sidewalk or Road?

Bicycle Registration

Did You Know?
A police o�cer can stop and issue you a 
ticket for unsafe or law-breaking cycling.

Be smart; be polite. 
You will be sharing roads on campus with 
other cyclists, motorists, and campus transit 
vehicles. Be sure to ride with tra�c on the 
right side of the road. REMEMBER: Same 
roads, same rules, same rights and responsibilities.

On campus, riding on the sidewalk is legal, but can be 
dangerous during class changes when foot tra�c is 
high. Be courteous and safe by riding on the Pedway 
or designated bike path, especially when riding on the 
roadway is dangerous or undesirable.

Register your bicycle, at no charge at Parking 
and Shuttle Services, building #91, Monday 
through Friday 7:30 am to 4:30 pm. In order 
to register you’ll need to bring your NAU ID 
and your bicycle. Registration aids in the 
recovery of lost or stolen bikes.

Bicycling is fun and one of the 
most convenient ways to get 
around campus—but before 
riding your bicycle on roadways, 
take time to learn the law. 
Cyclists are held to the same 
obligations as motorists, 
including stopping at stop signs 
and riding with tra�c (even on 
one-way roads).

Keep your bike clean and in top shape so you can rely on 
it when you need it most. Visit the NAU Bike Hub  at  the 
HLC from Monday through Friday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm.

Signal Your Turns
You’re less likely to get hit on your bike ride when motorists 
aren’t taken by surprise. Let motorists know you’re about to 
turn or move by signalling with your left arm.

RIGHT LEFT STOP

You’re less likely to get hit on your bike ride when 
motorists aren’t taken by surprise. Let motorists 
know you’re about to turn or move by signalling 
with your left arm. Don’t weave in-and-out of tra�c 
and don’t move without making your intentions 
known to others.



Bike Lane on Road

Pedway Bike Path

Bike Lane  (paved, parallel to road)

Flagstaff Urban Trail

No shared lane 
or bike path:
Ride with Caution

One-Way Traffic

Moderate incline

Steep incline

Very Steep incline
Arrows point uphill

UNIVERSITY DR.

UNIVERSITY DR.

MOUNTAIN VIEW DR.
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Arizona Revised Statues—Title 28
 

 
A person riding a bicycle on a roadway or on a shoulder adjoining a roadway is granted all of the 
rights and is subject to all of the duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle by this chapter and 

 
Riding on bicycles

 

 

A. A person propelling a bicycle shall not ride other than on or astride a permanent and regular seat 
attached to the bicycle.

B. A person shall not use a bicycle to carry more persons at one time than the number for which it is 
designed and equipped.

 

Clinging to vehicle

 

A person riding on a bicycle, coaster, sled, or toy vehicle or on roller skates shall not attach the 
bicycle, coaster, sled, toy vehicle, or roller skates or that person to a vehicle on a roadway.

  

Riding on roadway and bicycle path; bicycle path usage

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

A. 
and under the conditions then existing shall ride as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or 
edge of the roadway, except under any of the following situations:

If overtaking and passing another bicycle or vehicle proceeding in the same direction.
If preparing for a left turn at an intersection or into a private road or driveway.

moving vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, animals or surface hazards.
If the lane in which the person is operating the bicycle is too narrow for a bicycle and a vehicle 
to travel safely side by side within the lane.

B. Persons riding bicycles on a roadway shall not ride more than two abreast except on paths or parts 
of roadways set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles.

C. A path or lane that is designated as a bicycle path or lane by state or local authorities is for the 
exclusive use of bicycles even though other uses are permitted pursuant to subsection D or are 
otherwise permitted by state or local authorities.

D. A person shall not operate, stop, park, or leave standing a vehicle in a path or lane designated as a 
bicycle path or lane by a state or local authority except in the case of emergency or for crossing the 
path or lane to gain access to a public or private road or driveway.

 

Carrying article on bicycle

 

A person shall not carry a package, bundle, or article while operating a bicycle if the package, 
bundle, or article prevents the driver from keeping at least one hand on the handlebars.

 

Bicycle equipment

 

 

 

A. A bicycle that is used at nighttime shall have a lamp on the front that emits a white light visible 

B. A person shall not operate a bicycle that is equipped with a siren or whistle.

C. A bicycle shall be equipped with a brake that enables the operator to make the braked wheels skid 
on dry, level, clean pavement.
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Did You Know?
Yellow Bikes are a free campus 
bicycle program. Reserve yours at 
the Univeristy Union, Health and 
Learning Center, or du Bois Center.

Campus Trails and 
Bikeways Map

Bike HUB
�e HUB is an on-campus space 
designed for students to come and 
educate themselves about bicycle 
maintenance. �e HUB is designed to 
be a resource for students to use, in order 
to promote cycling as a form of healthy 
and sustainable transportation. �e HUB 
is located in the Health and Learning 
Center.  Visit on Monday through 
Friday from 1:00 pm. to 5:00 pm.

The Bike HUB

nau.edu/bikehub

NAU Police

nau.edu/yellowbike

Shared Lane

28-735 Bicycles and Vehicles
When overtaking and passing a bicycle proceeding in the same direction, a person driving a motor vehicle 
shall exercise due care by leaving a safe disance between the motor vehicle and the bicycle of not less 
than three feet until the motor vehicle is safely past the overtaken bicycle.

Parking 
Services


